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Original Two Toroid Gabriel wound coil 

Overview 
David Klingelhoefer’s open source donation of the “Two Toroid Gabriel device” requires YOUR 
replication reports OR support to help optimize, validate and improve this effect. NEEDED 
participation by OPEN SOURCE engineers can be managed in a number of ways to be the most 
efficient. In one example -A select trusted group of open source enthusiast can mobilize to pool 
resources together (and others can help with donations) to designate a trusted body with a PRIOR 
agreement to open source the final outcome. All this can be done with the inclusion of the required 
public records and credits. 

The potential of the open source free energy community to help the public is growing; we have 
many trusted engineers like Ron P, Peter Lindemann, Gene, Jetijs and (too many more to mention 
here) MANY OF US can CONSOLIDATE to manage resources for such a project if it is desired. If you 
are willing to help with individual research reports or pool resources together for such a task please 
visit the technical threads for the Two Toroid Gabriel Device listed in this document 

The inspiration for the Two Toroid Gabriel Device comes from Thane Heins regenerative acceleration 
generator. This device is featured on Panacea’s summary of commercial free energy devices in 
order to help the progression. Like the Gabriel device Thanes FINDINGs requires YOUR support and 
help for further investigation. Can you help? Contact us 

Thane like those before him mentioned on the Panacea commercial free energy summary page 
CONITNUES to unnecessarily suffer neglect from the lack of supporting validation/support/policing 
conditions. 

 Interference UNCESSARILY continues to result due to their being no 
faculty or research conditions in place specifically to police any 
neglect and ensure/ help advance education with new energy 
discoveries for real time progress. The mainstream scientific 
establishment’s reaction to Thane's regenerative acceleration 

http://www.youtube.com/user/ThaneCHeins
http://www.youtube.com/user/ThaneCHeins
http://panacea-bocaf.org/summaryofcommercialdevices.htm
http://panacea-bocaf.org/contact.htm


generator is a modern reminder how real time progress of new 
energy inventions can be improved with the Panacea infrastructure. 

 
Thane explaining his commercial  regenerative technology 

This "type" of NEW DISCOVERY is capable of causing a paradigm shift in both the engineering and 
business worlds. However Interference and stagnation occurs because there is no supporting theory, 
ALL new discoveries in energy production cannot have a supporting theory in the first phase. 
Additionally not all devices have suffered from business incompetence, inventor paranoia and 
suppression by vested interests, but ALL of them CONTINUE to suffer by having no previous supporting 
theory to explain their new energy discovery. As a result academia and others will then cause 
Interference; this is present in ALL the past and suppressed free energy devices mentioned on the 
Panacea site. 

PRODCUTIVE REMINDER -The infrastructure to harbor and investigate new energy discoveries IN REAL 
TIME to create security, police interference or neglect and upgrade the current physics is non extant. 
This lack of infrastructure continues to be the number one reason for academic interference and 
ignorance in the new FREE energy physics.  

"It's generally always the same reaction," says Heins. "There's a bit of a scramble on the part of the 
observer to put what they're seeing into some sort of context with what they know. They can't explain 
it. They don't know what it is" -Thane Heins. 

As a result many devices which could of advanced education and HELPED humanity are now 
thought to be lost. Thane will also vouch for this. “It’s obvious to everybody. The only people that it’s 
not obvious to are the engineers and PhDs, and [it’s because] their education is an impediment to 
them understanding it,” Heins said. 

Thankfully Thane has since developed the idea for Electric cars to recover energy by taking 
advantage of the electric motors ability to also work as a generator. This device has profound 
implications to advance electrical theory and needs a new faculty specific to help Thane/Others 
without bias views for REALTIME progress. 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/researchanddevelopment.htm
http://panacea-bocaf.org/researchanddevelopment.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARztYvprKkA&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARztYvprKkA&feature=player_embedded


In Thanes video he has empirical; evidence to show "The Self-Accelerating Generator produces 10.2 
watts at 3300 RPM while the Conventional Generator is only able to produce ONLY 0.001 watts with 
an identical prime mover input setting. The Regenerative Acceleration Generator produces 
1,019,900% more output power over the conventional generator. 

Therefore Thane’s effect and certainly David Klingelhoefer 
observational report deserve OUR further investigation. Given the efficiency 
reports by David and Thane this technology is an invaluable power management process which the 
mainstream faculties must benefit from.  The Nonprofit organization Panacea-BOCAF intends to 
support open source engineers working with Thanes and other suppressed /neglected and 
misunderstood clean energy technologies. These engineers require grants, resources, faculty 
recognition and security. All this can be created in Panacea’s proposed granted research and 
development center.  For those able to help this effort, please Contact us. 

Replication 
Connection diagram: 

http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/researchanddevelopment.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/researchanddevelopment.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/forms/contact.php


 

Description of device: 

Initial wiring diagram: 

(Note that the input wiring shown here is inaccurate; use the connection diagram above for the 
input side). This is useful in that it shows the toroids nested as well as gives some additional info. 



 

Primary (outer) toroid:LOW (but not zero) permeability metal; mild steel or cold rolled steel work well, 
also automobile exhaust donuts (which are readily available from muffler shops) work well for this the 
upper and lower halves of the shell are NOT electrically connected, but they are mechanically 
connected; there may be a gap between them for cooling purposes wire should be wrapped 
counter-clockwise (see diagram); normal magnet wire so far has been shown to be best Secondary 
(inner) toroid:VERY HIGH  permeability (>10,000 at a minimum) metal; Nanoperm is bestwire should be 
wrapped counter-clockwise (see diagram)Wire ratios between the two toroids: 

“Conventional winding ratios are out the window, however much is on the secondary has a ceiling 
applied and will always be present. Currently I have 3.1 ohms of resistance 16 awg wire on the 
secondary which is yielding a ceiling of 180 volts. On this current size (and it still needs to be 
calculated and restructured as far as the math goes) with the current setup 97 turns of the primary 
will get you to the sweet spot.”Wire wrapping diagram: 



 

Notes from PESWiki-  

He takes a large M-146 nanoperm toroid produced by Magnetec and winds approximately 300 feet 
of 16 awg insulated copper wire around it as tight as can be wound by hand. For those of you that 
are not familiar with various magnetic materials, nanoperm has a very high permeability. This is the 
secondary of his system. 

 

The next step is to place a large, cold rolled steel shell around the secondary. One piece loosely fits 
on top of the nanoperm toroid and other piece fits loosely on the bottom.  

http://www.magnetec.de/magnetec.htm


 

The two halves form a shell or primary toroid that encloses the secondary. The gap around the 
circumference is welded shut or sealed with epoxy. It is then wound with 400 feet of 16 awg copper 
"boat wire" (he just happened to have that kind of wire available). This is the primary of his system. 
Both the primary and secondary coils are wound in the same direction. 

 

Faculty Information 
The primary coil is pulsed to produce a magnetic field which then induces a magnetic field in the 
nano-perm core of the secondary trafo. As a result a current flows in the secondary coil. The 
nanoperm material has a higher permeability or lower reluctance than the cold rolled steel; the 
magnetic field will stay in the nanoperm and thus not work against the field from the primary that 
created it. This has an advantage over conventional trafo designs the same as Thanes concept 
does. The secondary being inside of the primary has the advantage of obtaining maximum exposure 
to the magnetic field produced by the primary. This means a lot of output with little or no "real power" 
can be consumed by the primary. 

Technical discussion 
The Gabriel Device, possible COP=8 –Overunity.com 

http://www.overunity.com/index.php?topic=10518.msg278873#msg278873


Related Thane Heins thread at OU.com 

Energetic Forum thread 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Gabriel_OS 

David Klingelhoefer - nebwindpower@gmail.com  

Supplies 
NANOPERM M-416 Toroid.MAGNETEC Sales in USA   

MH&W International Corp.   
14 Leighton Place   

Mahwah, NJ 07430 USA   
  

Fon: +1(201) 891 8800   
Fax: +1(201) 891 0625   

magnetec@mhw-intl.com   
http://www.mhw-intl.com   

Links 
Rexresearch.com –Thane Heins 

Two_Toroid Over-Unity_Gabriel_Device –PESWIKI 

PESWIKI- Perepiteia Generator Aims to Harnesses Back EMF 

Credits 
The open source energy community 

If you are able to contribute to this document in ANY way, IE- replication details, faculty info and or 
additional data please contact the nonprofit organization. 

http://www.panacea-bocaf.org 

http://www.panaceauniversity.org 
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